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TEASER ACT

RECAP OF PREVIOUS EPISODE.

NARRATION

Previously on Crime Fighting Karate

Koala Bears

Including the battle plan, the Koalas freeing the slaves,

the fight against the Koala their allies and General Krix

and the Platypuser Soldiers, and the Koalas and allies being

captured by the Platypusers.

FADE IN

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THRONE ROOM EVENING

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

throne room King Platymir Puse stands up from his throne and

walks into the center of the throne room.

The screen PROJECTS from the floor in front of King Platymir

Puse. Toya Kye APPEARS on the screen.

TOYA KYE

(on the screen)

Hello King Platymir Puse.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen)

Hello Toya Kye how are the

remaining Platypusers on Earth?

TOYA KYE

(on the screen)

They are doing the upgrades on the

Red Golem.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen)

That’s excellent perfect for your

ruling of half of the world.

TOYA KYE

(on the screen)

Ah yes our deal years ago you rule

half of Earth and I rule the other

half.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen)

Yes Oh and one more thing, your

enemies called the Koalas and their

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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KING PLATYMIR PUSE (cont’d)

allies have been captured by me

what do you want to do with them?

TOYA KYE

(on the screen)

Instead of being prisoner, turn

them into slaves.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the screen)

Excellent idea they shall know the

punishment and pain of how to be

slaves of the Platypuser Empire.

Then screen TURNS OFF and DISAPPEARS.

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

EXT. PLASTONIA SPACE.

DRAMATIC DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The fleet

of Platypuser Spaceships are heading back towards Plastonia.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSER SPACESHIP CONTROL BRIDGE.

In the bridge General Krix is sitting in the captain’s chair

in the middle of the spaceship. Suddenly King Platymir Puse

APPEARS on the communication screen.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(on the screen)

Hello son did you capture Platian

and her so called allies?

GENERAL KRIX

Yes I have father I’ll drop them

off at the prison.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(on the screen)

Change of plans son, send Platian’s

allies to the coal mines to have

them dig for coal.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL KRIX

(to the screen)

But what if they disobey?

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

Simple We’ll release Platypluse to

hunt them down and destroy them, or

plan B throw them in the prison for

eternity.

GENERAL KRIX

Sounds good.

The screen then TURNS OFF.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSERS SPACESHIP JAIL CELL MOMENTS LATER

The Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos, Platian, and the

Galactic 4 are all cramped in a 15 feet wide jail cell.

CAPTAIN STAR

Man I can’t believe that they are

treating up like animals in here.

BRUCE

(to Captain Star)

You know some of us are animals.

Paul’s ears start to WIGGLE.

PAUL

(to the others)

Guys I overheard the Platypusers on

the bridge, we’re not going to

prison yet, we’re going to the

mines.

JAKE

So what we’re going to see some

mines, they are entertaining, with

their white make up on their faces

and they trap themselves in

invisible boxes.

FLUFFY

Those Mimes.

JAKE

(asked Fluffy)

Can you tell me what are mines?

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(explain)

A mine is an

underground excavation in the

earth for extracting coal or other

minerals.

PLATIAN

(explain)

The Platstonian mines are one of

the most dangerous mines in the

Universe in the mines are 7 feet

tall dozen eyed bats, snake like

worms and every 8 hours poison

gas being released in the mines

making it more difficult to have

the workers to work.

SHOOTING STAR

(disappointed)

I can’t believe we’re going to work

in those mines man.

COSMOCIA

In those conditions it’ll make

anyone feel sick.

TRO

(agrees)

Tro, Tro, Tro

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIAN COAL MINE ENTRANCE DAYTIME

DOOMED DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The

Platypuser Spaceship FLOATS down and lands in front of the

coal mine entrances.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos, and the Galactic 4 are all

chained by the ankles and walk out of the Platypuser

Spaceship down the ramp and onto the ground. The Platypuser

Spaceship FLOATS in the air and FLIES across the sky.

CLOSE UP: PLATYPUSER SPACESHIP BACK WINDOW

Platian looks out the window with a sad face looking down

onto the ground.

PLATIAN

(sad)

Good luck everyone.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas, the Kangaroos, and the Galactic 4 all go through

the entrance of the coal mine.

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIAN COAL MINE COURTYARD

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and the Galactic 4 all walks into

the center of the courtyard with 4 Platypuser Soldiers

walking behind them.

The SARGENT CROGRA a 5’11 Platypuser,edgy ,mean,

mature,strong, with black fur and red eyes walks towards

them.

SARGENT CROGRA

Welcome to the worst place on

Plastonia.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

I knew it.

SARGENT CROGRA

I will be your supervisor while you

work in the misery of the mines,

where you shall not have a break

you’ll continue to work until your

arms give up.

COSMOCIA

Apparently he is talking about

slave work.

JAKE

Yeah I know and the worst part of

being a slave is you don’t get paid

or be covered by your health

insurance.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro.

SARGENT CROGRA

(to the Platypuser Soldiers)

Now take them to the mines.

The 4 Platypusers Soldiers pushed them to the elevator to

the mines.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(to one of the soldiers)

Ok, Ok we’re going.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER

That back talk shall revered more

work time.

CUT

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THROWN ROOM DAYTIME CLOUDY

MOMENTS LATER

2 Platypuser Soldiers drags Platian towards the throne that

King Platymir Puse is waiting. They push Platian to the

floor and Platian picks herself up.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to Platian)

So my deer daughter has allied

herself with Koalas, Kangaroos and

4 space explorers slash heroes.

PLATIAN

(to King Platymir Puse)

Yes so called father, if mother was

still alive she shall talk the

since out of you.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to Platian)

Yes, yes your mother is a chatter

box, but really Platian a rebellion

against me and the entire planet to

save another one.

PLATIAN

(to Platian)

Our very first grandfather before

you has made this planet into a

peaceful place and you changed it

into a world of misery and

dictatorship with monarchy in it.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to Platian)

So what change is change deal with

it.

PLATIAN

You’ll never get away this any of

this.

(CONTINUED)
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KING PLATYMIR PUSE

We’ll see about that, take her to

the dungeon the bad cellar not the

good one, no one used the good

cellar anyway.

The 2 Platypuser Soldiers dragged Platian out from the

thrown room.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA COAL MINES MOMENTS LATER

In the coal mines the Koalas, th Kick Boxing Kangaroos and

the Galactic 4 are throwing their pickaxes onto the walls of

the coal mine. The walls of the mine CRACK causing some

amounts of coal to fall off of the wall.

Sargent Crogra come out from the elevator and walks up

towards the coal carts. Sargent Crogra WHIPS his whip right

at Bruce.

SARGENT CROGRA

(commands)

Work harder.

BRUCE

(to Sargent Crogra)

Hey that is what we are doing punk.

SARGENT CROGRA

Hey that’s back talk that means

more work time for all of you. Now

I shall be back to check on you

guys and I want those carts to be

filled to the top with coal.

Sargent Crogra walks back into the elevator. The elevator

doors SLIDE close and the elevator sent back up to the top.

The Koalas and allies see that there are a lot of coal carts

behind them.

JAKE

(tired)

Man this is going to be hard work.

FLUFFY

(tired)

I feel like we are working forever.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

It’s been 6 hours Furious Fluffy.

FLUFFY

(wining)

Well I am getting sick and tired of

this slave work.

COSMOCIA

(tired)

I know, I feel like my arms are

going to fall off.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to Cosmocia)

Well it won’t get any worst.

Suddenly Sargent Crogra come out from the elevator.

SARGENT CROGRA

Alright I am back.

SHOOTING STAR

(mad and surprised)

What you got to be kidding me we

barely put the coal in the carts

yet.

SARGENT CROGRA

(mad)

Don’t care get back to work.

Sargent Crogra WHIPS his whip right at all of the Koalas,

the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4.

Bruce gets angry and throws his pickaxe to the ground. He

turns to Sargent Crogra and CRACKED his fist.

BRUCE

(mad)

Alright you beaver tail wearing

alien duck, no one muses with Big

Bruce.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Bruce throws a

punch right at Sargent Crogra, but the Sargent blocks the

punch and wraps his whip around Bruce. Bruce BREAKS free

from the whip and does karate chops onto the chains wrapped

around his and the others’ legs.

JAKE

Thanks big bro.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Totally, because those chains

around us, don’t suit me.

PAUL

Alright guys, it’s time to fight.

The koalas, the Kangaroos, and the Galactic 4 go into their

fighting stances.

Bruce throws a double kick right at Sargent Crogra kicking

him in the hip and chest. Bruce throws an uppercut punch at

Sargent Crogra and then throws an sidekick at him.

Sargent Crogra FIRES ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at the

koalas. The koalas and the others dodge the attack and roll

over to the side.

JAKE

Dude...Did that happened?

SHOOTING STAR

Looks like it.

SARGENT CROGRA

Yes it did, and I can also do this.

Sargent Crogra BREATHS FIRE out of his mouth. The Koalas and

the others dodge the attack. MArtin FIRES LASERS out from

his glasses at Sargent Crogra. Sargent Crogra gets hit by

the laser fire and stumbles backwards. Martin throws flying

jump kicks at Sargent Crogra hitting him in the head,

causing Sargent Crogra to stumble backwards.

Sargent Crogra gets angry and BREATHS FIRE out of his mouth.

Martin dodges the fire and Fluffy leaps over the flames and

throws punches at Sargent Crogra. Sargent Crogra blocks each

of the punches and then judo throws Fluffy to the ground.

Jake throws a kick at Sargent Crogra and then throws RAPID

punches at Sargent Crogra.

JAKE

(smiles)

Take this and that, and that

because the koalas are here to kick

your butt.

Sargent Crogra grabs him by the shirt and throws him right

into a full mine cart full of coal.

(CONTINUED)
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SARGENT CROGRA

Enough of your foolish fighting

styles. Time to kick this up a

little.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Couldn’t said it then myself.

Bruce picks up the full mine cart full of coal that Jake is

still in and lifts it up into the air.

JAKE

Wait, Big Bruce I’m still in the

cart.

BRUCE

(serious)

Don’t care.

Bruce throws a mine cart at Sargent Crogra. Jake leaps off

of the coal cart, and the cart SLAMS into Sargent Crogra.

Sargent Crogra pushes the cart off of him and throws it back

at Bruce and Jake.

Bruce and Jake dodges the incoming mine cart as it CRASHES

to the ground.

BRUCE

(mad)

Oh that it!!!

JAKE

At least it won’t get any worse.

Sargent Crogra then pressed a button on his belt causing it

to BEEP.

SARGENT CROGRA

(disagrees)

Oh it got a lot worse.

DRAMATIC DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly

the entire mine starts to SHAKE causing rocks to fall from

the ceiling.

SUDDENLY PLATYPULSE a sliver and bronze robot platypuser,

6’10, red glowing eyes, and a chainsaw for a tail came

CRASHING down from the ceiling and into the mines.

PAUL

(to Bruce)

You have to make it worst huh Big

Bruce.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

I didn’t know that these Platyjerks

have a killer robot on their

planet.

SARGENT CROGRA

(to Platypulse)

DESTROY THEM!!!

Platypulse’s eyes starts to GLOW, and the koalas, kangaroos

and the Galactic 4 go into their fighting stances.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE IN

ACT TWO

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE DUNGEON.

DRAMATIC SAD CLASSICAL music in the background. In the

dungeon of the royal castle Platian is all curled up in a

corner of her dungeon cell.

Platian then closed her eyes.

DISSOLVE TO

EXT. PLASTONIA GRASSLANDS SUNNY DAYTIME 25 YEARS AGO

FLASHBACK.

In the open field of the grasslands 3 year old Platian was

in her bright pink dress ran through the grass catching

BUTTERDRAGONS butterfly dragonfly hybrid with her net.

A Butterdragon lands on a rock, and Platian catch the

Butterdragon with her net.

YOUNG PLATIAN

(happy)

I catch you.

Young Platian grabs the butterdragon out from her net and

put it into the jar with the others.

QUEEN PLATYMARY (O.S)

Platian lunch time.

(CONTINUED)
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YOUNG PLATIAN

Coming mother.

Young Platian runs towards QUEEN PLATYMARY a Female

Platypuser, a pink duck bill, red fur, beautiful, nice,

lovely who is sitting under the tree.

Young Platian sit down right next to Platymary. Queen

Platymary opens the picnic basket and takes out a cooked

cockroach and places it onto the picnic blanket.

YOUNG PLATIAN

(happy)

Wow mommy cooked cockroach my

favorite.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(smiled)

Oh I know my sweet little girl.

Suddenly King Platymir and Young Krix come into the field

with 4 Platypuser Soldiers. The Soldiers hammers down 8

targets to the ground.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(to King Platymir Puse)

This again Platymir, this has gone

too far.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to Queen Platymary)

Oh please Platymary this is for our

son a warrior is in his future.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(to King Platymir)

But can you do the future warrior

mombo jumbo later because Krix is

just a little boy.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to queen Platymary)

Listen here Platymary our son

someday run the military with an

iron fist look at him he is

becoming a really good warrior.

Young Krix FIRES a laser blaster right at one of the

targets, but the LASER hits one of the Platypuser Soldiers

instead in the shins.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATYPUSER SOLDIER

(shouts)

OUCH!!!

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(to King Platymir Puse)

Well lesson here Platymir you won’t

drag our daughter into this as long

as I am still alive you won’t have

control over here.

Queen Platymary walks back to Young PLatian.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(inner thought)

We’ll see about that my wife.

FADE TO

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE ROYAL BEDROOM EVENING FLASHBACK

In the royal bedroom, Queen Platymary is laying on her sick

bed sweating and with the blankets wrapped around. The

PLATYPUSER DOCTOR is there examining her with King Platymir

on the right side of the bed.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to Queen Platymary)

Oh please Platymary don’t die.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(coffin)

I won’t Platymir, I can fight this.

PLATYPUSER DOCTOR

(to Queen Platymary)

I am sorry you highness but you

won’t live that long you only have

about a week to live.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

Well in that case I need to have a

word with Platian first please

leave the room for me.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

We’ll do as you wish.

King Platymir Puse and the Platypuser Doctor both exits the

royal bedroom. Young Platian entered into the royal bedroom

and walked up to the bed.

(CONTINUED)
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QUEEN PLATYMARY

(to Young Platian)

Platian I want you to remember

these things before I pass away, I

want you to be nice, care for

others and also don’t be told by

your father be who you want to be.

YOUNG PLATIAN

I’ll do as you wish mother.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

Oh and please take this.

Queen Platymary takes out a necklace that has a lavender

pearl attached to it and gives it to Young Platian.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(explains)

This is the Pearl of Platstonia,

whoever wears it with pure of heart

he or she shall gain

absolute super powers.

YOUNG PLATIAN

Super powers, really.

QUEEN PLATYMARY

Yes sweat heart and now you have

that power.

Young Platian put on the necklace causing it to DISAPPEAR

into her body.

YOUNG PLATIAN

(asks)

The necklace disappeared why?

QUEEN PLATYMARY

(explains)

Because the necklace disappeared

into your body so no one shall take

it physically the wearer can hold

on it as long as she like.

Young Platian raises her lift hand at a flower pot and uses

her TELEKINESIS to make the flower pot to FLOAT in the air.

YOUNG PLATIAN

(glad)

I’m doing it mommy.

(CONTINUED)
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QUEEN PLATYMARY

Practice everyday until you master

it.

Young Platian smiles.

FADE TO

EXT. PLASTONIA CEMETERY THE NEXT WEEK 25 YEARS A GO

FLASHBACK

Young Platian is sad as she watch as the coffin with her

mother in it is being berried in the ground. Several

Platypuser Soldiers and King Platymir Puse is also there.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

Now let us remember Queen Platymary

as long as we live.

King Platymir Puse raises his spatter in the air and FIRES A

PURPLE BEAM into the air.

THE PLATYPUSER SOLDIERS

(chants)

Long live Queen Platymary.

A tear went down Young Platian’s face. Young Platian then

have a serious look on her face.

FADE TO

EXT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE COURTYARD THE NEXT DAY 25 YEARS

AGO FLASHBACK.

TRIUMPH CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day in

the courtyard Young Platian stand in the middle of the

courtyard and raises her right hand at the stature of King

Platymir Puse and made it FLOAT in the air and moves it into

a bush.

Young Platian then put her hands to the ground causing her

hands to GLOW BLUE creating a FORCE FIELD around her.

Platian then LEVITATE in the air and floated back to the

ground. Young Platian then created a PINK PSYCHIC BALL in

her hand and throws it to a flower pot hitting it causing it

to EXPLODE.

Young Platian then shoot out LIGHTNING BOLTS out from her

hands hitting 3 flower pots causing them to EXPLODE. Young

Platian then waved her hands in the front of her creating an

ASTRAL PROJECTION of herself and then it DISAPPEAR.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly King Platymir Puse come towards Young Platian with

an angry face on his face.

YOUNG PLATIAN

I sense angry in your body father.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

I see you have the Pearl of

Plastonia in your body daughter.

YOUNG PLATIAN

(asks)

How do you know father?

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(explains)

Because the Pearl of Plastonia I

gave that to your mother before we

got married.

YOUNG PLATIAN

I know that you’re going to use me

and I can’t allow it.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

Fine my deer daughter but let you

know this, one day you’ll betray

the Platypuser Empire and you’ll be

the one who isn’t welcome here

anymore.

Young Platian has a mad face on her face.

FADE TO

EXT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE FRONT GATES EVENING RAINING 25

YEARS LATER FLASHBACK

3 Platypuser Soldiers throws Platypuser out from the open

gates and onto the ground. The 2 Platypuser Soldiers closed

the gates behind her.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE(O.S)

(shouts)

I told you my daughter you are not

aloud here anymore.

RETURN TO SCENE.

Platian takes out a picture out from her pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATIAN

(crying)

Mother I miss you... dearly.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA COAL MINES

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Platypulse

FIRES his LASER EYES right at the Koalas, Captain Star

raises his Star shape shield to reflect the laser blast

right back at Platypulse but it dodged the laser blast.

CAPTAIN STAR

(surprise)

OK he is one incredible machine.

MARTIN

I think he might be built with

super intelligent.

BRUCE

OK time for a pro to take this rust

bucket apart.

Bruce rushes right at Platypulse and twirl his kuwa and

swings it right at Platypulse , but Platypulse used his

chainsaw tail to cut it in half and took out his laser

machine gun and FIRES LASERS right at Bruce, but he dodges

the laser fire and does a leg sweep on Platypulse knocking

him to the ground shooting his LASERS at the ceiling.

SUDDENLY the 7 FEET TALL BATS come down from the ceiling.

Jake and Paul both does flying jump kicks at 2 of them

kicking them to the ground. Tro lifted up a mining cart and

throws it at a 7 feet tall bat hitting it. Suddenly more 7

Feet tall bats come down from the ceiling.

TRO

Tro, Tro Tro

JAKE

(to Bruce)

You have to make it worst for us

Big Bruce.

BRUCE

Hey that Sargent guy started it.

FLUFFY

No you started it.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly the SNAKE LIKE WORMS come out from the ground and

Platypulse come off from the ground and takes out his sledge

hammer and swings it right at Martin, but Martin leaps over

the sledge hammer and does a counter kick right a

Platypulse. 3 of the Snake Like Worms wraps themselves

around Fluffy, Martin and Shooting Star.

FLUFFY

(groused out)

OK so grouse

Fluffy, Martin and Shooting Star break free from the snake

like worms.Platypulse throws a punch right at Martin and

activated his FLAMETHROWER and FIRES FLAMES out from the

flamethrower and Martin ducts the flames.

MARTIN

(surprise)

Holy Smokes that was a close one.

SHOOTING STAR

(agrees)

I know what else shall come out

from his sleeve.

Platypulse activates his JET PACK and BLAST off. The Kick

Boxing Kangaroos all leaps in the air and all punches

Platypulse to the ground. Platypulse FIRES his LASERS right

at them, Cosmocia used her whip to WHIP the lasers right

back at Platypulse hitting him. Wipeout and Bruce leaps in

the air and throws downward axe kicks right at Platypulse,

but Platypulse grabs their legs and lifts them up in the

air.

COSMOCIA

Amazing he has super strength.

SARGENT CROGRA

King Platymir wanted the best for

Platypulse.

Platypulse SLAMS Bruce and Wipeout to the ground and then

STOMPS on them. Jake presses a button on his skateboard

TRANSFORMING it into a laser blaster and FIRES a LASER BEAM

right at Platypulse hitting him in the head.

JAKE

I hope that will knock him down.

MARTIN

Nope you’ll need to fire at him

again to knock him down

preeminently.

(CONTINUED)
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Platypulse FIRES his LASER EYES again right at Jake and

Martin, but Martin quickly activates his laser glasses

SHOOTING a LASER BEAM from his glasses causing the 2 LASER

BLAST to hit each other causing them to EXPLODE.

KNOCKOUT

(to Martin)

We better think of something soon

mate before Platypulse shall

destroy us all.

Martin bumps into a box of dynamite and got an idea.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Eureka, I got an idea.

KNOCKOUT

(to Martin)

You’re thinking of using the

dynamite right.

MARTIN

You go that right.

Martin FIRES a LASER right at the box of dynamite and then

kicks it right at Platypulse causing the dynamite to

EXPLODE. Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

SHOOTING STAR

I hope that took care of

Platypulse.

PAUL

Not yet it’s still alive.

Platypulse walks out from the smoke and aims it’s

flamethrower at the Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and

the Galactic 4.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Oh come one is there nothing that

can stop this bucket of bolts.

Paul throws his sticky bombs right at Platypulse’s

flamethrower causing the sticky slime to be spread all over

Platypulse’s flamethrower causing it to EXPLODE.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro

(CONTINUED)
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SHOOTING STAR

Same here buddy.

Platypulse come out from the smoke with only 1 arm.

SARGENT CROGRA

(gloat)

There is nothing that can stop

Platypulse.

PAUL

(mad)

Ahh screw this everyone attack.

Jake fires his grappling hook right at Platypulse and leaps

in the air and pulls himself right at Platypulse aiming his

laser blaster right at Platypulse.

JAKE

Awesomongo!!!

Jake FIRES his laser blaster skateboard right at

Platypulse’s head, but Platypulse dodges the laser blast and

do a counter FIRE right at Jake hitting him in the face

knocking him to the ground. Fluffy, Kickerella and Cosmocia

all leaps in the air and all kicks Platypulse kicking it all

over it’s body. Fluffy then does a tornado kick right at

Platypulse, Kickerella swings her tail right at Platypulse’s

head and Cosmocia wraps her whip around Platypulse.

Platypulse breaks free from Cosmocia’s whip and FIRES it’s

laser eyes right at Fluffy, but Fluffy dodges the laser fire

and Kickerella throws a punch right at Platypulse in the

face causing SPARKS to come out from it’s head.

Shooting Star FLOATS in the air and FIRES his YELLOW LASERS

right at Platypulse hitting it causing it to fall to the

ground. PLatypulse activates it’s jet pack and BLASTS off

upwards in the air and throws a punch right at Shooting

Star.

Tro leaps in the air and throws Platypulse right to the

ground and then does a body slam on Platypulse.

TRO

Tro,Tro, Tro

Platypulse pushes Tro off from it and swings it’s sledge

hammer right at Tro hitting him in the face and then swings

it’s chainsaw at Tro, but Captain Star quickly gets in front

of Tro and block the chainsaw with his star shape shield.

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

It’s time for terminator to see

stars.

Captain Star swings his sword right at Platypulse’s chainsaw

cutting it off from it’s body knocking it to the ground.

Captain Star then throws a cut kick right at Platypulse

knocking it to the ground.

Tro then lifts Platypulse in the air.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,Tro, Tro.

Platypulse takes out it’s PLASMA SABER and swings it at the

back of Tro causing him to let go of it and Platypulse

throws a kick right at Tro. Platypulse then FIRES MISSILES

out from his shoulders.

Captain Star uses his shield to block the incoming missiles,

Paul, Bruce, Martin and Wipeout all kick the missiles to the

ground causing them to EXPLODE.

FLUFFY

(disgust)

Ahh is there nothing else does this

robot has.

JAKE

Yeah a since of humor or the

ability to speak.

Paul’s ears started to WIGGLE. Suddenly the POISON GAS came

out from the ground. Paul’s ears started to WIGGLE again and

Paul noticed a vent behind him.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty what is the odds of me

surviving a mine blast at a large

scale?

MARTIN

(explains)

Well your odds shall be up to a

1000 to 100.

PAUL

Now in escaping.

MARTIN

Approximately 0000050 percent.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Alright here’s the plan go out into

the surface through the vent, I’ll

blow up the mines with my teaser

stick.

Tro pulled the vent door out and the Kick Boxing Kangaroos,

Cosmocia, Shooting Star, Bruce, Jake, Fluffy and Captain

Star went up into the vents.

MARTIN

Are you sure Powerful Paul, you

won’t make it.

PAUL

I will Marty now go.

Martin and Tro went up into the vents. Paul took out his

teaser out from his utility belt.

PAUL

(shouts)

HEY RUST BUCKET come and get some.

Platypulse run right towards them. Paul activates his teaser

stick causing a SPARK to come out his it causing the entire

mine to EXPLODE.

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIAN COAL MINE OUTSIDE OF ENTRANCE.

Bruce, Jake, Martin, Fluffy, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and

the Galactic 4 come out from the vent, when a LOUD BANG

comes out of nowhere.

MARTIN

Paul!!!!

FLUFFY

(sad)

I don’t believe it.

CAPTAIN STAR

(sad)

Yeah you’re brother risk his life

to take down Platypulse.

Everyone feels sad.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

What are we going to tell mom.

PAUL(O.S)

Tell mom what.

Paul crawls out from the vent with SMOKE coming out from it.

Paul stand up from the ground with his ripped clothing and

some of his fur burnt off from his body. Everyone is glad

and relief.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Powerful Paul.

JAKE

(smile)

You made it out alive dude.

PAUL

(smile)

You can’t keep a good koala down.

Bruce, Martin, Jake and Fluffy all hugs Paul.

CAPTAIN STAR

(smile)

You really got out of the situation

dude.

PAUL

Yep Koalas together we never

surrender.

DRAMATIC DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. SUDDENLY

the Platypuser army came and surrounded the Koalas, the Kick

Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4.

The Platypuser Soldiers come out from their Road Vehicles

and aims their laser blasters right at the Koalas, the Kick

Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4.

BRUCE

Great.

CUT TO



24.

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THROWN ROOM EVENING

EVIL ROYAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. General Krix

came into the thrown room and knelled down in front of King

Platymir Puse who is sitting in his thrown.

GENERAL KRIX

(King Platymir Puse)

My father Platian’s allies has

disobeyed us and destroyed the coal

mine along with Platypulse and

Sargent Crogra, but he has been

sent to the emergency room to get

help.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

I see.

King Platymir Puse stand up from his thrown.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to General Krix)

Have her allies locked away in the

prison, they’ll understand to be

prisoners of Plastonia by having

them locked up with the baddest of

the bad.

GENERAL KRIX

As you wish father.

General Krix left the thrown room. King Platymir Puse

smiled.

FADE TO BLACK


